Study plan

Bachelor of Social Work
Programme description
The bachelor's programme in social work educates qualified professionals who can assist individuals, families or groups in preventing,
reducing and coping with social and health problems. The education emphasises an understanding of the connection between individual
problems and the societal context in which such problems arise, and will work to highlight and counter activist structures in society that create
social inequality and impair people's living conditions and participation. Social work springs from an understanding that people can actively
and relationally relate to their fellow human beings and the structures under which they live, and is aimed at working with people of all ages.

Social work is both an academic and practice-oriented education. Knowledge, skills and general competence are derived from theory and
practice, and from profession-specific ways of working and related disciplines. Emphasis is placed on students integrating theoretical
knowledge, experience and user knowledge, and training in critical reflection in respect of their own profession and exercise of their profession
in interaction with others. The education is thus intended to ensure competence and attitudes that form the basis for equal services for all
groups in society, including the status of Sami as an indigenous population and their rights to linguistic and culturally adapted services.
Through the programme, students gain competence in being able to work on social and interpersonal problems at the individual, family, group
and community level and create a basis for dialogue, participation and cooperation. Completed education gives the professional title social
worker.

The mainlanguage in the programme is in norwegian.

ECTS Credits
180
Study level
Bachelor's degree programme
Teaching language
Norwegian
Faculty
Faculty of Social Sciences
Course location
Bodø and Levanger
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Study model
Expand all
1st study year

Autumn 2021
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

EX150S

Study Foundation Semester – Individual, Society and Science

30 SP

Practical training
(click to choose)

Spring 2022
Course id

Course name

SOA1000

Introduction to social work

RE120S

Introduction to Law

ECTS Credits
15 SP
10 SP
Practical training
(click to choose)

2nd study year

Autumn 2022
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

SOA2002

The roles of social work, relationships and methods

20 SP

MET2003

Social science method and knowledge development

10 SP

Spring 2023
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits
Practical training
(click to choose)

3rd study year

Autumn 2023
Course id

Course name

SOA2007

Social Work in the Welfare Services

ECTS Credits
30 SP

Spring 2024
Course id

Course name

SA270S

Interdisciplinary cooperative learning

SA205S

Bachelor's Thesis

ECTS Credits
10 SP
10 SP
Electives
(click to choose)

Learning outcomes
On achievement of a bachelor's degree, students shall have achieved final competence as described in the Regulations for national guidelines
for social worker education:
Area of competence 1 - Framework for and perspectives on social work
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Knowledge
Candidates
a) have broad knowledge of social work theory and methods aimed at individuals, families, groups and communities
b) have broad knowledge of welfare policy objectives and instruments, different welfare models and the importance of welfare policy for social
work practice
c) have broad knowledge of the importance of living conditions, health, education, work and social inclusion and active participation in
different life phases for individuals, family and society
d) have knowledge of how social class, social exclusion, marginalisation and discrimination affect public health and living conditions
e) have knowledge of the distribution of responsibilities and work in welfare administration, inter-professional cooperation and the interaction
between the public, private and voluntary sectors
f) have knowledge of relevant legal methodology and central legislation in welfare administration, including administrative law and legislation
in child and family law, health, care, welfare and social services
g) have knowledge of the profession’s history, traditions, distinctive character and position in society
h) have knowledge of human rights and central conventions, minority groups and knowledge of the rights and special status of Sami as
indigenous peoples
i) have knowledge of the subject's positions in the philosophy of science, knowledge development and the social responsibility of the
profession
b) have knowledge of social science methodology and its possibilities and limitations
k) have knowledge of research and development work relevant for social work, nationally and internationally.

Frameworks for and perspectives on social work - Competencies
Candidates
a) can apply research-based, experience-based and user-based knowledge in the practice of the profession
b) can find, assess and refer to information and academic material and present this both orally and in writing
c) can assess scientific knowledge and political framework conditions in a practical context
d) can reflect on and apply knowledge that contributes to an equal service offering
e) can reflect on how knowledge can be applied in new areas and contribute to original thinking and innovation in the services
f) can acquire new knowledge and carry out professional assessments, take decisions and actions in accordance with knowledge-based
practice. Furthermore, candidates must also be able to document and disseminate their professional knowledge.

Section 6. Frameworks for and perspectives on social work - General competence
Candidates
a) have insight into views of human life and values in social work, professional ethics and relevant ethical theories
b) have insight into power structures and the exercise of power in society
c) have insight into political and administrative decision-making processes and how social workers can contribute to public enlightenment and
political counselling
d) have insight into factors that contribute to inequality, and can promote social justice together with people in vulnerable positions
e) be familiar with original thinking and innovation processes in social work be able to contribute to service innovation and systematic and
quality-enhancing work processes
f) can plan and carry out responsibilities in complex and conflict-filled situations.

Area of competence 2 - Knowledge of and work on social problems –

Knowledge
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Candidates
a) have broad knowledge of theoretical perspectives, experience and user knowledge in social work and other relevant disciplines
b) have broad knowledge of how social problems arise and develop in a societal context
c) Have broad knowledge of communications, interaction and guidance
d) have broad knowledge of conditions for coping and development in children, adolescents, adults and the elderly
e) have knowledge of the right of Sami children as indigenous people to grow up with the Sami language and culture
f) have broad knowledge of care competence and different forms of neglect
g) have knowledge of and be able to recognise symptoms of violence, physical, psychological and sexual abuse
h) have knowledge of the importance of work for health and welfare, work inclusion and conditions that regulate Norwegian working life
i) have knowledge of how health, social and socioeconomic challenges have consequences for the individual and next of kin, and in particular
for children as next of kin
e) have knowledge of inclusion, gender equality and non-discrimination, regardless of gender, ethnicity, religion and beliefs, disability, sexual
orientation, gender identity, gender expression and age, so as to contribute to ensuring equal services for all groups in society
k) have knowledge of prevention and public health, and understand the interaction between health challenges and social problems at the
individual, family and community level
l) have knowledge of key problem areas such as unemployment, poverty, substance abuse and addiction, mental health problems, disabilities
and other factors that can contribute to marginalisation and social exclusion
m) have knowledge of financial counselling to prevent and remedy debt and private financial problems.

Skills
Candidates
a) can apply professional knowledge of social problems, transitions and life crises to promote coping and change in cooperation with
individuals, families, groups and partners
b) can apply different methodological approaches at an individual, group and community level in different service areas
c) can apply legal rules, inform about rights and obligations, and exercise legal and social professional discretion in meetings with individuals,
families and groups, including Sami users
d) can apply professional knowledge of relationships and communications in counselling, motivation and systematic change work and can
advise users, patients and next of kin and relevant personnel who are in learning, coping and change processes
e) can apply professional knowledge of work-oriented inclusion in meetings with job seekers, employers and partners
f) can apply professional knowledge to identify resources and provide hope in cooperation with people in vulnerable life situations
g) can apply professional knowledge and methods for interaction and cooperation with children and young people on everyday life and on
difficult topics in a way that secures their interests, participation and rights
h) can apply professional knowledge to assess and clarify reports and examine the care situation of children and young people and implement,
follow up and evaluate measures when necessary for the child's health, living conditions and social development
i) can apply professional knowledge and work interdisciplinary in respect of people who exercise and are subjected to violence and abuse.
Furthermore, candidates are able to talk with children about topics such as neglect, violence and abuse
j) can reflect on risks and how to deal with conflicts and reduce the risk of undesirable incidents and have knowledge of methods for following
up this systematically
k) can find, assess and implement measures that alleviate and reduce the consequences of violence, abuse and neglect, for children and adults
of all ages
l) can master relevant methods for identification, documentation, analysis and decision-making
m) can master methods in social work that promote power, influence, participation and representation
n) can master digital tools, including have knowledge of digital security, and can assist in the development of and use appropriate technology,
and have knowledge of their opportunities and limitations in social work
d) can reflect on and apply knowledge that contributes to an equal service offering for Sami users.
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General competence
Candidates
a) have insight into ethical issues and can address ethical dilemmas in their professional role and in their relationship with people
b) have insight into and can reflect critically on their professional role in connection with institutional and political requirements in the exercise
of service
c) have insight into issues that contribute to discrimination, and how to promote non-discriminatory practices and an inclusive society
d) have insight into how to exercise judgment in situations with inadequate and/or conflicting information and identify the scope of
opportunity within different professional and institutional contexts
e) have insight into the importance of digital communication in professional practice and interaction
f) can plan, implement and lead coordinated and inter-professional cooperation between different services and service levels
g) can communicate the subject and exchange views and experiences with partners and thereby contribute to the development of good
practices
h) can disseminate professional knowledge that promotes equality and diversity and contributes to equality, inclusion, coping and participation
in everyday life, school and working life
i) be aware of people's different starting points and vulnerabilities, values and way of life.

Admission requirements
Admission to the programme requires Higher Education Entrance Qualifications.
Applicants who do not have Higher Education Entrance Qualifications and are 25 years of age or older may apply for admission on the basis of
prior learning and work experience.
A certificate of good conduct is required for municipal health and care services

Career possibilities
As a social worker, you will be able to work to promote social inclusion and worthy life and growing up conditions in cooperation with
individuals, groups and by highlighting and influencing framework conditions. This includes follow-up work, management, administration,
planning, dissemination, teaching and inter-professional cooperation where the social worker often has a coordinating role. Social workers
work in the public, private and voluntary sectors and the education qualifies for work in welfare services such as the Labour and Welfare
Administration (NAV), child welfare, specialist health services, municipal health, substance abuse and care services, and in fields such as
migration, correctional services, school, leisure and non-profit organisations.

Further education
The programme provides a basis for applying for a master's degree in social work and other master's programmes in social sciences. A number
of universities and university colleges also offer relevant further education.

Study abroad
The fifth semester of the programme is defined as an opportunity for student mobility. Students can exchange to universities abroad, and
replace courses for the whole semester.
Students can apply to complete the period of practical training abroad. Students who want to take their practical training abroad in one of the
institutions the university has an agreement with can apply for this by 20 June. Applicants must submit a personal application, letter of
recommendation and complete a personal interview. Applicants are ranked according to a total assessment of grade results from the first
academic year, application, letter of recommendation and interview.

Costs
No specific costs other than semester registration fee and course literature.
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Specific arrangements for recognition of prior learning
Applicants who do not have Higher Education Entrance Qualifications and are 25 years of age or older may apply for admission on the basis of
prior learning and work experience.
In addition, for the bachelor's degree in child welfare, it is a requirement that a minimum of 2 years of prior learning and work experience
must be relevant for the programme.
For this programme of study, we have assessed relevant experience as follows:
Experience from the health care profession or other profession that involves responsibilities related to providing care, such as working with
children or following up people in challenging situations.
Care for your own child with special challenges that involves additional follow-up from parents.
Care for foster children.
Other special experience related to care and adaptation.
Care for own children without special challenges, or duties and tasks related to school and leisure activities are not included in the assessment.

Examination regulations, assessment and grading
Assessment and grading are based on alphabetical grades A-F, where A is the highest grade and F is fail. Work may also be assessed as
pass/fail or approved/not approved.
Please see the applicable laws, regulations and guidelines.

Assessment methods
The programme requires compulsory attendance and participation in activities related to skills training and supervised professional training.
This includes oral presentations, reflection work, communication training and supervised professional training. A separate regulation has been
drawn up for compulsory teaching.
Supervised professional training runs during the 1st, 2nd and 4th semesters of the programme. Supervised professional training must be
approved in accordance with the relevant approval regulations.

Graduation requirements
The programme of study’s final examination is a Bachelor's thesis.

Programme evaluation
The programme is evaluated via student questionnaire, as well as by the programme director. The evaluations form a part of the University's
quality assurance system.

Qualifications requirements and regulations
Please see the applicable regulations and their accompanying guidelines.
Regulations on national guidelines for social worker education, established by the Ministry of Education and Research on 1 April 2019.
Regulations that students are handed out before the start of the period of practical training.

Progression requirements
EX150S Study foundation semester, SOA1001 Introduction to Social Work, RE120S Introduction to Law, and PRA1024 Practice in Social
Relations or PRA1025 Mentorship in multicultural context, must be passed before starting the subject PRA2050 Placement in the field of social
work. Before starting the subject SOA2007 Social work in the field of social word, all courses from the first and second academic year must be
passed.
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Suitability
Students for the bachelor's degree in social work are subject to a continuous suitability assessment cf.

Practice
The programme's supervised professional training is twofold. The first part, which is calculated to have a total duration of four weeks, is carried
out continuously during the first and second semesters of the programme. The second part, which has a duration of twenty weeks, is carried
out in the fourth semester of the programme. This part of supervised professional training is on a full-time basis. The student receives
academic supervision during both periods of supervised professional training. Each part of the supervised professional training is assessed as
pass/fail according to criteria set out in a separate regulation. There are written works related to both periods of supervised professional
training that are assessed as approved/not approved. In order for supervised professional training to be assessed as passed, learning outcomes
must be achieved, requirements for presence in supervised professional training met and written works approved.

Subject descriptions (15)
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Subject descriptions (15)
Study Foundation Semester – Individual, Society
and Science EX150S
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.
STUDY FOUNDATION SEMESTER – INDIVIDUAL, SOCIETY AND SCIENCE EX150S
ECTS Credits

30

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Bodø and Levanger

Course type

Compulsory for all
bachelor programmes
at the Faculty of Social
Sciences except for the
Bachelor of
Circumpolar Studies.
The course includes
the courses Ex.phil
and Ex.fac.

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Start semester

Erik Christensen
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 75 51 76 83
erik.christensen@nord.no

Application deadline

Autumn 2021

Course description
This first semester course will enable the student to study and engage in academic activity. The course will provide a basic introduction to
philosophical and scientific history, and to themes that are central to the research and teaching taking place at the faculty.

Prerequisites
Students must be prepared to read some litterature in Norwegian and some in English

Costs
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.
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Learning outcomes
Knowledge:
On successful completion of the course the candidate should:
have broad knowledge of science traditions and their standing in society
have basic knowledge of the role of science in social development
understand the ethical challenges in research and knowledge-based practice
be able to identify the positions, arguments and structures of different text types
have a basic understanding of themselves at a personal level in communication and in relationships with others
Skills:
On successful completion of the course the candidate should:
be able to take professional stands in debates
be able to structure course material and present this in written work or oral form
be able to work both independently and in groups
master the relevant professional tools and techniques
be able to think critically about ethical issues, both personal and student and community issues
be able to reflect on own values and humanity
General competence:
On successful completion of the course the candidate should:
be able to think critically about scientific knowledge production
be generally oriented in social analysis, ethics and science
be able to pass on important subjects, such as theories, issues and solutions in written, oral, and through other appropriate forms of expression
have insight into the characteristics of science texts and how such texts can affect society
be able to contribute to their own and others' professional development in an independent and thoughtful manner

Course type
Compulsory for all bachelor programmes at the Faculty of Social Sciences except for the Bachelor of Circumpolar Studies. The course includes the
courses Ex.phil and Ex.fac.

Mode of delivery
Face-to-face.

Teaching activities and methods
Teaching methods and learning activities consist of a mixture of lectures, student activity, seminars and group work. Selected parts of the curriculum
will be discussed in lectures and students are responsible for reviewing the whole curriculum. Students are expected to influence the content of
discussions and workshops by contributing with their own suggestions and comments.
The following parts of the teaching are mandatory a) Introduction b) Tuesday seminars c) Academic text

Recommended prior knowledge
Admission occurs based on general study competence (university entrance) or work competence (prior learning) according to current Norwegian
regulations.

Course evaluation
Annual evaluations which are included in the university's quality assurance system
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Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail
Compulsory attendance 1 , comprises 0/3 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Portfolio.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Written school examination.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Oral examination.
Compulsory attendance 2, comprises 0/3 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Portfolio.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Written school examination.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Oral examination.
Compulsory attendance 3, comprises 0/3 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Portfolio.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Written school examination.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Oral examination.
Portfolio, comprises 1/3 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.
Written school examination, 4 hours, comprises 1/3 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.
Oral examination, 30 minutes, comprises 1/3 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.

Overlapping courses
EX130Sv1 Examen philosophicum - 10 study points.
EX105Sv1 Examen facultatum - 10 study points.
EX152Sv1 Fundamentals of Academic Text - 10 study points.
EX151Sv1 Study foundation semester - Individual, Society and Science - 30 study points.
EX150LSv1 Study foundation semester - Individual, Society and Science - 30 study points.
EX153Sv1 Study Foundation Semester - Individual, Society and Science - 30 study points.

Course literature
The reading list can be found in Leganto
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Introduction to social work SOA1000
The course provides an introduction to what characterizes the subject social work,
the subject's knowledge base and values, the course's development internationally
and in Norway, as well as the field of social workers. The course is the second
semester of the study.
No costs beyond semester fees and literature.
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK SOA1000
ECTS Credits

15

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Bodø and Levanger.

Course type

Compulsory

Faculty

Start semester

Spring 2022

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Øystein Henriksen
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 75 51 73 22
oystein.henriksen@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course provides an introduction to what characterizes the subject social work, the subject's knowledge base and values, the course's
development internationally and in Norway, as well as the field of social workers. Throughout the course, students gain a broad knowledge of what
we understand about social problems and specific insights into social problems that challenge people in today's society, and what interactions there
may be between them. Students are trained in analyzing and understanding human vulnerability and strengthening in an individual, group, family
and community perspective. Understanding the connection between social work knowledge base and practice is emphasized throughout the course.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to the bachelor's program in social work.

Costs
No costs beyond semester fees and literature.

Learning outcomes
Knowledge The student:
has broad knowledge of social work knowledge base and values.
has broad knowledge of social problems, both what is meant by social problems and the most central challenges facing people in today's society.
have broad knowledge of psychological and sociological theories, and the way these have helped to shape practice theories in social work.
have knowledge of the field of work for social workers.
has knowledge of special issues concerning indigenous peoples and ethnic minorities in social work
has knowledge of central tensions in the field of social work and in the social worker professions.
has knowledge of social work origin and development as a profession and profession both internationally and in Norway.
Skills The student:
can identify and describe social problems at the individual, family, group and community level.
can analyze relationships and interactions between different social problems in children, adolescents, adults and the elderly.
can apply different theoretical perspectives to understand social problems
can identify and understand the interactions and opportunities that exist between human vulnerability, challenges and strengths.
can prepare academic assignments and issues and present them in collaboration with others. General competence Students:
have insight into and can critically reflect on what characterizes social work as a profession and the role and contribution of social worker
professions in the welfare society.
has insight into the interaction between different theoretical perspectives and social work as a practical subject.
can reflect critically on various theoretical perspectives, the connection between these and their contribution to understanding social problems.
can communicate professional descriptions, analyzes and understandings both orally and in writing.
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Course type
Compulsory

Teaching activities and methods
Face to face. Teaching alternates between lectures, seminars, group work and guidence.

Permitted examination aids
Pencil, pen, ruler, simple calculator and bilingual dictionaries.

Course evaluation
The study program is evaluated annually by the students through subject studies. Evaluation is part of the university's quality system.

Exam description
Compulsory attendance - attendance at least 80% at seminars, counts 0/100 of the grade · Home exam - individual - 6 - 8 pages, 1 Weeks. Counts
60/100 of the grade, assessed from A-F. Written school exam, 4 Hours. Counting 40/100 of the grade, assessed from A-F.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail
Compulsory attendance, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Take-home examination, 1 weeks, comprises 60/100 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.
Written school examination, 6 hours, comprises 40/100 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.

Overlapping courses
SOA1002v1 Introduction to social work - 15 study points.
SA128Sv1 Introduction to Social Work - 15 study points.

Course literature
Literature are in Leganto.
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Introduction to Law RE120S
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.
INTRODUCTION TO LAW RE120S
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Obligatory

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana.

Start semester

Spring 2022

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Guro Wisth Øydgard
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 75 51 74 84
guro.oydgard@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course provides knowledge in regard to case work in public administration and the resolution of legal problems related to the laws of social
services and child welfare.
The course covers judicial method, administrative law, the Social Services Law and the Child Welfare Law. The focus is on the laws of child welfare
and social services.

Prerequisites
Must have been admitted into the bachelor's degree in social work or the bachelor's degree in child welfare at campus Bodø.

Costs
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.
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Learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Knowledge of child welfare law
The student should:
Have knowledge of the general and particular case-work rules in regard to child welfare
Have knowledge of the organization of the child welfare service and of decision-making authority within the service
Have knowledge of the goals of the child welfare service and oversight over the help that can be offered children, young people and parents
Have knowledge of the laws underlying the child welfare service, including the Child Welfare Law and the Law of Public Administration.
Have knowledge of the general and particular case-work rules in regard to the social services
Have insight into judicial method and mindset
Have knowledge of the organization of the welfare and employment services and of decision-making authority within the services
Have knowledge of the goals of the welfare and employment services and oversight over the help that can be offered relevant users and social
groups
Have knowledge of the laws underlying the welfare and employment services
Be able to distinguish between material, procedural and personal competence
Skills
The student should:
Be able to reflect over judicial arguments leading to decisions and verdicts
General competence
The student should:
Have professional knowledge and demonstrate the ability to make reasoned choices.

Course type
Obligatory

Mode of delivery
Face to face, tutored assignments.

Teaching activities and methods
Lectures and assignments, primarily oral discussion. Written assignments may be undertaken in small groups.

Recommended prior knowledge
None

Permitted examination aids
Pencil, pen, ruler, simple calculator and dictonary.

Course evaluation
Annual evaluations which are included in the university\'s quality assurance system

Professional practice
None

Exam description
Exams may be written in Norwegian, Swedish, Danish and English.
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Assessment and examinations
Written school examination, 6 hours, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail

Overlapping courses
RE103Sv1 Law - 10 study points.
RE108Sv1 Law - 10 study points.
RE132Sv1 Law - 10 study points.
RE121Sv1 Introduction to Law - 10 study points.
RE120Sv2 Introduction to Law - 10 study points.

Course literature
The curriculum will be announced October 15th in the prior semester.
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The roles of social work, relationships and
methods SOA2002
The course introduces different methods in social work.
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.
THE ROLES OF SOCIAL WORK, RELATIONSHIPS AND METHODS SOA2002
ECTS Credits

20

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Obligatory

Start semester

Autumn 2022

Autumn: Bodø and
Levanger Spring: Mo i
Rana.

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Linda Sjåfjell
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 75 51 76 94
linda.sjafjell@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course introduces different methods in social work, with an emphasis on how activities and interaction with different users / user groups can
promote resource development and problem solving in different fields of practice.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to a bachelor's program in child welfare or social work in order to take the course.

Costs
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.

Learning outcomes
Knowledge The student has: Wide knowledge of methodological social work at the individual, group and community level, and how these can be
used to solve social problems. Wide knowledge of different role of social workers in different methods and welfare services. Knowledge of activity as
a communication and interaction tool users / user groups in different fields of practice. Knowledge of how to develop own practice and role as a
social worker or child welfare educator through critical reflection. Skills The student can: Apply theory and methods in developing their professional
practice Apply knowledge of various social problems in analyzes and descriptions of relevant methods to solve and solve social problems Use
different forms of communication to establish and maintain supportive relationships with different users / user groups. Critically reflect on one's
own role, understanding and values i n interaction with different users / user groups Use music, drama and arts and crafts as activations in social
work with children, young people and adults General competence The student should: Have an overview of and insight into different methods for
social work at individual group and community level. Have insight into the interaction between social work at individual, group and community level
Be able to communicate in writing and orally knowledge of how a social problem can be understood, and be able to choose and justify working
methods in the interaction between users at the individual, group and community level Have insight into and can critically reflect on one's own role,
understanding and values a
 s a social worker or child welfare educator.

Course type
Obligatory

Teaching activities and methods
The teaching in this subject varies between lectures, seminars and skills training. In addition, students are expected to study on their own.
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Recommended prior knowledge
SOA1000 Introduction to social work or SOA1001 Introduction to child welfare.
RE120S introduction to law and EX150/EX151 Education semester, must also be passed.

Course evaluation
The programme of study and relevant courses are evaluated by students twice every year as part of the universitys quality control system.

Professional practice
None

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory attendance, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Take-home examination.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Oral examination.
Compulsory attendance, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task - written work in connection with seminars , comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Take-home examination.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Oral examination.
Take-home examination, 1 weeks, comprises 60/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.
Oral examination, comprises 40/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Overlapping courses
SA267Sv1 Social Work Method - 20 study points.
SA267Sv2 Social Work method - 20 study points.

Course literature
Follow this link for reading list and academic resources
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Social science method and knowledge
development MET2003
In the course social science method and knowledge development, the student
develops an understanding of and application of various sources of knowledge in
research work and fields of practice. The course provides a broad introduction to
social science methods, and the student is trained in generating findings,
interpreting and applying knowledge from various sources. The teaching is varied,
and consists of lectures, seminars in groups and practical exercises in literature
search and the application of knowledge. The course is common to the Bachelors
Degree in Child Protection and Child Welfare and Bachelors Degree in Social Work.
SOCIAL SCIENCE METHOD AND KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT MET2003
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana.

Autumn 2022

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Course type
Start semester

Ann-Torill Tørrisplass
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+4775517236
ann-torill.torrisplass@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course gives students an understanding and experience of using different sources of knowledge in research work and fields of practice. The
course provides a broad introduction to social science methods, and the student is trained in generating findings, interpreting and applying
knowledge from various sources.

Learning outcomes
The learning objectives are provided in Norwegian as the language of instruction is Norwegian.

Exam description
Compulsory participation: minimum attendance at 66% of seminars
Work requirements: oral group presentation
Home exam: individual examination over a 1 week period

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Take-home examination.
Assessment task - group, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Take-home examination.
Take-home examination, 1 weeks, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.
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Overlapping courses
ME118Sv1 Introduction to Research Methods in Social Sciences - 10 study points.
ME119Sv1 Introductory Courses in qualitative and quantitative methods in Social Science - 10 study points.
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Social Work in the Welfare Services SOA2007
SOCIAL WORK IN THE WELFARE SERVICES SOA2007
ECTS Credits

30

Year of study

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type
Start semester

Autumn 2023

3rd study year

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Asgeir Solstad
Course coordinator
Professor (docent)
+47 75 51 76 36
asgeir.solstad@nord.no

Application deadline

Assessment and examinations
Compound Evaluation, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory Participation - 80%, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Compulsory Participation - Participation in Activity Subjects, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Oral Examination, comprises 40/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.
Written Assignment, comprises 60/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Overlapping courses
SA268Sv1 Welfare Management and Inclusion - 30 study points.
SA269Sv1 Social Work Concerning Substance Abuse Treatment, Mental Health Care, Habilitation/Rehabilitation and Geriatric Care - 30 study points.
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Interdisciplinary Cooperative Learning SA270S
The course deals with professional, interdisciplinary and professional ethical issues
the social worker will be able to encounter in the practice of the subject.
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.
INTERDISCIPLINARY COOPERATIVE LEARNING SA270S
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Compulsory

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana

Start semester

Spring 2024

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Sandra Rosemarie Jervås
Course coordinator
Assistant Professor
+47 75 51 70 46
sandra.r.jervas@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course addresses professional, interdisciplinary and ethical questions the social worker can expect to meet in the exercise of the profession.
Through the course, the students will increase their competence to act responsibly in relation to people in vulnerable life situations and to develop
their ability to identify and reflect over various dilemmas they will meet in practice. In assisting people, there will often be a need for interdisciplinary
cooperation. The challenges and possibilities of such cooperation are the themes of the course. The course will include practical exercises in addition
to lectures and group work.
The course language is Norwegian. A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Prerequisites
Students must have passed EX150S/EX151S/EX150S, PRA1024/ PRA1025, SOA1000/SOA1001/SOA1002, RE120S og SOA2002

Costs
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature.

Learning outcomes
A complete course descriptionis avaliable in Norwegian.

Course type
Compulsory

Mode of delivery
Face to face at the University.

Teaching activities and methods
Lectures, reflection, group work and assignments. Reflection will take place in groups under supervision of a teacher.
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Recommended prior knowledge
None

Course evaluation
The programme of study and relevant courses are evaluated by students as part of the universitys quality control system.

Exam description
The course consists of an overall assessment consisting of compulsory work, compulsory participation 80% and Home exam (Three days).
Approved compulsory work and compulsory participation 80 % is a prerequisite for access to the home exam.

Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale Letter grades

Overlapping courses
SA280Sv1 Interdisiplinary professional learning - 10 study points.
SA270Sv2 Interdisciplinary cooperative learning - 10 study points.

Course literature
The required reading list will be published by 15. October in the semester before.
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(Practical training)

Practice in Social Relations PRA1024
The course is an introductory course in practice. The student will through regular
meetings with people who, for various reasons, may experience barriers to social
participation, build relationships, and contribute to increased participation in the
society. Through meeting with people in practice, students develop their relational
skills, understanding the importance of community participation, and the social
worker's role in facilitating and participating in activities that promote social
participation. The course involves regular meetings and activities with a user during
the first and second semesters of the study.
No costs beyond semester fees and literature.
PRACTICE IN SOCIAL RELATIONS PRA1024
ECTS Credits

5

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Compulsory practice
subject

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana.

Faculty

Start semester

Autumn 2021 Spring
2022

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Course coordinator

Application deadline

Course description
The course is an introductory course in practice. The student will through regular meetings with people who, for various reasons, may experience
barriers to social participation, build relationships, and contribute to increased participation in the society. Through meeting with people in practice,
students develop their relational skills, understanding the importance of community participation, and the social worker's role in facilitating and
participating in activities that promote social participation.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to the bachelor's program in child welfare or bachelor's in social work.

Costs
No costs beyond semester fees and literature.
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Learning outcomes
Knowledge of the student:
Has broad knowledge of matters that may have an impact on social participation and outsiders
Has broad knowledge of the importance of communication and relationships for social participation and interaction.
Skills The student:
Can establish, develop and maintain relationship with people in practice
Can use communication skills in meeting people
General competence Students:
Has insight into, and can identify ethical dilemmas and challenges that may arise in meeting individual assumptions and society's requirements.
Can reflect on their own role in meeting people who experience barriers to social participation.
Able to reflect in writing and orally on and convey understanding of the importance of social interaction and participation in a social professional
perspective.

Course type
Compulsory practice subject

Teaching activities and methods
Face-to-face, practice, written reflection notes and guidance. Practice preparation teaching, practical vocational practice, written work with reflection
notes and guidance individuelly and in groups.

Permitted examination aids
All aids are allowed.

Course evaluation
The study program is evaluated annually by the students through subject studies. Evaluation is part of the university's quality system.

Professional practice
The subject is at practical subject that spans over the first and the second semester.

Exam description
The course consists of a composite assessment of Practice and a final assignment (OP). Practice is assessed as passed / failed. For a passed
internship, the student must have participated 80% in compulsory teaching, at least two reflection seminars with a pre-prepared reflection note and
have completed at least 20 regular meetings with a participant in the internship. In the event of a failed practice, the entire practice must be repeated.
The final assignment is delivered in the last half of the second semester. The credits are given in the 2 semester.

Assessment and examinations
Compund assessement, grading scale Passed - Failed
Professional practice, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed - Failed.
Paper 5-6 pages, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed - Failed.

Course literature
Literature are in Leganto.
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(Practical training)

Mentoring in a multicultural context PRA1025
The course is a practical course that extends over two semesters. The student will,
through regular meetings with a child, build relationships, contribute to increased
participation and practice their cultural understanding.
MENTORING IN A MULTICULTURAL CONTEXT PRA1025
ECTS Credits

5

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Bodø and Levanger.

Course type

Compulsory

Faculty

Start semester

Autumn 2021 Spring
2022

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Yan Zhao
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 75 51 74 38
yan.zhao@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course is an introductory course in practice. The student will, through regular meetings with a child, build relationships, contribute to increased
participation and practice their cultural understanding.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to the bachelor's program in child welfare or bachelor's in social work. The students of the bachelor in child welfare
have the first priority for this subject, but if there are vacancies, students from the bachelor in social work can get a place.

Learning outcomes
Knowledge
The student:
Have knowledge of key concepts and perspectives on mentoring
Have knowledge of children's participation related to development, maturity and culture.
Skills
The student:
Can establish, develop and maintain relationships with children and families.
Can organize and lead activities with individual children and in groups.
Use communication skills in social interaction, adapted to the child's age and maturity
General competence
The student:
Can reflect on their own role, values and understanding in meeting children and families in a multicultural context
Be able to reflect and communicate in writing and orally to understand the importance of social interaction and participation in a minoritymajority perspective

Course type
Compulsory
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Teaching activities and methods
Face-to-face, practice, written reflection notes and guidance. Practice preparatory teaching, vocational practice, written work with reflection notes,
and supervision.

Permitted examination aids
Pencil, pen, ruler, simple calculator and bilingual dictionaries.

Course evaluation
The study program is evaluated annually by the students through subject studies. Evaluation is part of the university's quality system.

Professional practice
The subject is at practical subject.

Exam description
The course consists of a composite assessment of Practice and a final assignment (OP). Practice is assessed as passed / failed. For a passed
internship, the student must have participated 80% in compulsory teaching, at least two reflection seminars with a pre-prepared reflection note and
have completed at least 20 regular meetings with a participant in the internship. In the event of a failed practice, the entire practice must be repeated.
The final assignment is delivered in the last half of the second semester.The credits are given in the second semester.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Passed - Failed
Professional practice, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed - Failed.
Paper 5-6 pages, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed - Failed.

Course literature
The reading list can be found in Leganto
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(Practical training)

Placement in the Field of Social Work PRA2050
Placement in the field of Social Work is a practice course where the students are
placed in a placement site for 20 weeks. In accordance with the regulations relating
to National guidelines for Bachelor programmes in Social Work, placements for
students in Social Work shall provide students with experience of establishing
contact, examining/investigating, assessing and making decisions in cooperation
with those who seek help. The student shall participate in cooperation meetings
and gain knowledge in interdisciplinary cooperation at the individual and service
levels. Students should also gain experience in administrative work.
Students must expect some expenses related to transportation, room and board as
well as semester fee registration. Covering of travel and living expences are
regulated by guidelines for travel- and living expences.
PLACEMENT IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL WORK PRA2050
ECTS Credits

30

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Compulsory

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana.

Start semester

Spring 2023

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Linda Sjåfjell
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 75 51 76 94
linda.sjafjell@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
Placement in the field of Social Work is a practice course where the students are placed in a placement site for 20 weeks. Placements for students in
Social Work shall provide students with experience of establishing contact, examining/investigating, assessing and making decisions in cooperation
with those who seek help. The student shall participate in cooperation meetings and gain knowledge in interdisciplinary cooperation at the individual
and service levels.

Prerequisites
Requires passed EX150/151, PRA1024/24, SOA1000/1002 and RE120S

Costs
Students must expect some expenses related to transportation, room and board as well as semester fee registration. Covering of travel and living
expences are regulated by guidelines for travel- and living expences.
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Learning outcomes
Knowledge
The student
Has knowledge of their placement site, their mandate, tasks and function.
Has knowledge of their placement site's role in a larger network of welfare services.
Has knowledge of the impact of and interplay between living conditions, health, employment, education and participation in social life and society,
and how these affect people’s life, both at an individual level and for the society.
Has knowledge of interprofessional collaboration on an individual- and system level.
Has broad knowledge of the use of relational competence and communication skills in relational work with users, next of kin and professionals.
Has broad knowledge of professional ethics, values, dilemmas and professional inquiries in social work
Can update his/hers knowledge of relevant laws, regulations and guidelines.
Skills
The student:
Can master relevant methods and tools to investigate, evaluate and make decisions in cooperation with the ones seeking help.
Can apply academic knowledge and skills, experience and user knowledge in his or her professional practice.
Masters to plan and carry out collaborative meetings.
Can reflect upon the interplay between professional knowledge and political guidelines and terms in professional practice
Can reflect critically about his/her own professional role and values i relation to relevant users and adjust according to supervision.
Masters relevant digital quality systems and journal- and documentation systems- and tools.
Competence
The student:
Can plan and carry out professional assessments, decisions and tasks in accordance with evidence-based practice.
Can plan and carry out investigations, evaluations and make decisions in cooperation with the ones seeking help.
Can plan and carry out professional tasks in complex and contradictive situations.
Can plan and carry out collaboration meetings.
Has insight into the interplay between research based knowledge, experience based knowledge and personal competence in his or her
professional practice.
Has insight into the role as social worker in the placement site.
Can exchange opinions and experiences with colleagues and supervisor, and through this contribute to developing good practice.
Can document and communicate his or hers professional knowledge and assessments, both in writing and orally.

Course type
Compulsory
Read more about privacy at Nord University and use of cookies on this website.

Teaching activities and methods
The students are entitled to supervision 1-2 hours per week during their professional practice. Part of the supervision can be carried out in groups.
Students shall be supervised by a practical training supervisor with experience in the placement field and who is a qualified social worker.
Together with the student, the practical training supervisor shall draw up a cooperative agreement concerning the placement and conduct
evaluations after six and 12 weeks, as well as a final evaluation. Students are also entitled to supervision from an assigned teacher from the
university. The teacher will be available for the placement site and students during the whole placement period. The teachers provides induvial
supervision for the students on written work and written assignment. In addition, the students is expected to study on their own.

Professional practice
Placement in the field of Social Work is a practice course where the students are placed in a placement site for 20 weeks. The students are entitled to
supervision 1-2 hours per week during their professional practice. Students are also entitled to supervision from an assigned teacher from the
university. The teacher will be available for the placement site and students during the whole placement period. The teachers provides induvial
supervision for the students on written work and written assignment.

Exam description
Passed Professional practice (PR) requires fulfilled learning outcomes, attendance according to regulations, and approved written assignments. In
case of not-passed practice, the whole placement must be re-done. Written Assignment (OP). Grade: Passed/not passed
PR and OP must both be approved to pass the subject.
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Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Passed / Not Passed
Paper, individually, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.
Professional practice, 20 weeks, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Passed / Not Passed.

Overlapping courses
SA202Sv1 Placement in the Field of Social Work - 30 study points.

Course literature
The curriculum will be announced October 15th in the prior semester.
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The social body SOA2003
No costs beyond semester fees and courseliterature.
THE SOCIAL BODY SOA2003
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Elective subject

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana

Start semester

Spring 2024

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Hilde Berit Moen
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+47 75 51 73 49
hilde.b.moen@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
Theoretical course for bachelorstudents of social work and child protection services, last study year.
The course language is mainly Norwegian. A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Prerequisites
For full time study programmes (BASOA og BABEV): All courses in 1 and 2 academic years must be passed in order to participate in the course.
For part time study programme (BASOAH): All courses in the first six semesters except SA270 must be passed in order to participate in the course.

Costs
No costs beyond semester fees and courseliterature.

Learning outcomes
The course language is Norwegian. A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Course type
Elective subject

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory attendance, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Take-home examination.
Take-home examination, 1 weeks, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.
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Social work in school SOA2004
The course provides an in-depth understanding of the different roles and tasks
social workers can have in school at child, adolescent and advanced levels, as well
as and in what ways social work can be performed.
No costs beyond semester fees and syllabus literature
SOCIAL WORK IN SCHOOL SOA2004
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Elective course

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana

Start semester

Spring 2024

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Terje Jostein Halvorsen
Course coordinator
Professor
+47 75 51 73 19
terje.j.halvorsen@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course provides an in-depth understanding of the different roles and tasks social workers can have in school at child, adolescent and advanced
levels, as well as and in what ways social work can be performed.
The course language is Norwegian. A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Admission
Elective subject for students attending Bachelorof Social Work and Bachelor in Child Welfare and Child Protection

Prerequisites
For full time study programmes (BASOA og BABEV): All courses in 1 and 2 academic years must be passed in order to participate in the course.
For part time study programme (BASOAH): All courses in the first six semesters except SA270 must be passed in order to participate in the course.

Costs
No costs beyond semester fees and syllabus literature

Learning outcomes
The course language is Norwegian. A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Course type
Elective course

Teaching activities and methods
Lectures and seminars
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Permitted examination aids
Pencil/pen

Course evaluation
The study program is evaluated annually by the students through subject studies (mid-term evaluation and final evaluation). These evaluations are
included as part of the university's qualitysystem.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory attendance, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Written school examination.
Assessment task, 30 minutes, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Written school examination.
Written school examination, 4 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Course literature
The syllabus will be published mid-June in the previous semester.
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People with disabilities and the society SOA2005
The course deals with key themes for working with people with disabilities, such as
the removal of barriers, the UN's human rights, legislation, work and employment,
living conditions, discrimination, inclusion, activity and participation. Key concepts
and theories on different ways of viewing disability will be elucidated. The social
worker`s roles, tasks and methods will be thematized and discussed in various
practices and contexts. The course language is Norwegian. A complete course
description is available in Norwegian.
No costs beyond semester fees and syllabus literature.
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND THE SOCIETY SOA2005
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Elective subject

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana

Start semester

Spring 2024

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Jan-Kåre Breivik
Course coordinator
Professor
+4774022729
jan-kare.breivik@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course deals with key themes for working with people with disabilities, such as the removal of barriers, the UN's human rights, legislation, work
and employment, living conditions, discrimination, inclusion, activity and participation.

Prerequisites
For full time study programmes (BASOA og BABEV): All courses in 1 and 2 academic years must be passed in order to participate in the course.
For part time study programme (BASOAH): All courses in the first six semesters except SA270 must be passed in order to participate in the course.

Costs
No costs beyond semester fees and syllabus literature.

Learning outcomes
The course main language is Norwegian. A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Course type
Elective subject

Teaching activities and methods
Lectures, seminars and group work.
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Course evaluation
The study program is evaluated annually by the students through subject studies. Evaluation is part of the university's quality system.

Assessment and examinations
Compound assessement, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory attendance, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Must be passed prior to submission of the Take-home examination.
Take-home examination, 1 weeks, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Course literature
The syllabus will be published in mid-November in the previous semester.
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Social work in a multicultural and international
perspective SOA2006
SOCIAL WORK IN A MULTICULTURAL AND INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE SOA2006
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana

Spring 2024

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Course type
Start semester

Emma Seyram Hamenoo
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
75 51 74 50
emma.s.hamenoo@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course main language is Norwegian, but part of the teaching and litterature will be in English. A complete course description is available in
Norwegian.

Admission
Elective subject for students attending last study year bachelor in social work and bachelor in Child Welfare and Child Protection

Prerequisites
For full time study programmes (BASOA og BABEV): All courses in 1 and 2 academic years must be passed in order to participate in the course.
For part time study programme (BASOAH): All courses in the first six semesters except SA270 must be passed in order to participate in the course.

Assessment and examinations
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Bachelor's Thesis SA205S
The Bachelor's thesis is written on the basis of empirical research based in the field
of social work, and the main topic must be relevant to social work.
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature
BACHELOR'S THESIS SA205S
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

3rd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Course type

Compulsory

Bodø, Levanger and
Mo i Rana.

Start semester

Spring 2024

Faculty

Faculty of Social
Sciences

Teaching language

Norwegian

Daniel Albert Weiss
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
+4775517412
daniel.weiss@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
During a project period, the students must carry out research that must be presented in a written thesis. The thesis is written on the basis of
empirical material taken from the social work field. The empirical data can be obtained through the use of qualitative interviews or fieldwork,
quantitative research or literature-based study. The thesis must account for the subject area, research problem, methods, analysis, findings,
interpretation and discussion. The assignment is delivered through group work where 2-3 students work together. It is also possibly to work
individually if special considerations warrant it based on agreement with the course coordinator. The topic and problem that is the focus of the thesis
is prepared in collaboration with the course coordinator and supervisor, and must be relevant to both social work as a field of knowledge and a form
of practice. Prior to the project period, lectures are arranged where the students are introduced to the work to be done during the project period. The
assignments must not exceed 30 pages of text for a group assignments or 20 pages of text for an individual assignment. References and attachments
are in addition to these page limits.

Admission
The subject is for students at Bachelor of Social work

Prerequisites
Must be admitted to the study programme Social Work in Bodø, Levanger or Mo i Rana, and must have pass grades in all exams in the first and
second study year. For students at Mo i Rana the following courses must be passed: EX151S/EX150S/EX153S, PRA1024/PRA1025,
SOA1000/SOA1002, RE120S, MET2003, SOA2002 + PRA2050.

Costs
No costs except semester registration fee and course literature

Learning outcomes
A complete course description is available in Norwegian.

Course type
Compulsory

Mode of delivery
Face to face at the University.
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Teaching activities and methods
Lectures, group work and tutoring.

Recommended prior knowledge
None

Permitted examination aids
All

Course evaluation
The programme of study and relevant courses are evaluated by students twice every year as part of the universitys quality control system

Professional practice
None

Exam description
The bachelor thesis may be written in Norwegian, Swedish, Danish or English.

Assessment and examinations
Written assignment, grading scale Letter grades

Overlapping courses
SA205Sv1 Bachelor's Thesis - 10 study points.
SA266Sv1 Bachelor's Thesis - 10 study points.
SA203Sv1 Bachelor's Thesis in Child Welfare and Protection - 10 study points.
SA203Sv2 Bachelor's Thesis - 10 study points.
SA257Sv1 Bachelor's Thesis - 10 study points.

Course literature
The required reading list will be published by 15. October in the foregoing semester.

Read more about privacy at Nord University and use of cookies on this website.
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